Rotem Communicator
The Rotem Communicator is a state-of-the-art Alarm and
Communication center for the mode farm. The unit uses the latest
and most advanced communication methods to assist farmers in the
performance of their demanding day-to-day tasks.

features and benefits
Numerous poultry house control units can be linked together and communicated
through the Communicator to a PC.
The Rotem Communicator keeps the farmer updated and informed. It is now
possible to connect to the farm via phone lines, DSL, cellular networks, cable
modem and satellite, 24 hours a day. The Communicator can send a message
by SMS (Short Message Service), and/or dial-up to notify the farmer about any
problem whilst also delivering messages to several locations using it’s built in voice
card, and/or as e-mail.
The unit offers a user-friendly interface with a full alphanumeric keypad, 20
character X 4 line LCD and LED lighted indicators. The user can customize voice
messages according to personal preference.Advanced easy to use software for the
computer is included.

PC computer control

Function

Rotem Controller

To fully exploit the potential of Rotem
Controllers, the option of operating
and controlling a poultry house from a
computer is possible.

Communicate to PC

PC Software included

Yes

Numerous poultry house control
units can be linked together and
communicated through the Rotem
Communicator to a PC. The PC
can either be located close to the
controllers, or some distance away
utilising telephone lines or line of sight
radio signals. Advanced easy to use
software for the computer is included.

Communicate to control units by wire

Yes

Communicate to control units wirelessly

Yes

Alarm communication

Yes

Alarm messages communicated by telephone

Yes

Alarm messages communicated by GSM mobile network

Yes

Call up to 8 telephone numbers with voice message in the event of an alarm

Yes

Send a text message up to 8 telephone numbers in the event of an alarm

Yes

Battery backup in the event of a power failure

Yes

The Communicator is also an advanced
alarm message communication device.
See table for detailed description of the
controllers capabilities.

via USB
Yes - modem
included

Communicate to PC remotely utilising phone lines
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